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Live Form
Topic covid emergency
BCC Agenda Date 4-16-2020
Your Stand on the Issue

Comments

We live in Pinellas Park in the Mainlands senior
community. We have a golf coarse that reopened Apr.
11. This coarse is a private business that is not associated
with our community. We don;t want this coarse open.
Golfers are not social distancing and they come into our
yards to retreive their balls. Please help us.

Citizen Name Dale Krumreich

Address
3918 97th Ave N 
Pinellas Park, FL 33782 
United States

Phone 727-5733946
Email dkrumrei@gmail.com
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Live Form
Topic Essential vs. Non Essential Marinas and Golf Courses
BCC Agenda Date 4-16-2020
Your Stand on the Issue

Comments

Can you please provide an update as to marina closures?
The governor's order cites that Miami-Dade's order will
apply. The list cited to Miami-Dade's 06-20 emergency
order for the current law as to whether marinas are
essential. 06-20 was amended 3 times and the 3rd
amendment, which is the current rule, says marinas must
close with very limited exceptions. The order makes it
clear that marinas cannot stay open for recreational
boating. The broadest of the exceptions is the last
exception listed and even it allows boats to be removed,
but not placed in the water. My family is exposed to
massive amounts of people as a result of this portion of
the order not being enforced. Can you please elaborate on
why the order is not being followed? I have spoken with
others on golf courses who are having a similar issue, so
I have included that in the heading as well. I have
reviewed the governor's essential services list even using
"control find" to word search the document and golf
courses are not listed as essential. Yet, golf course
employees, even the beer cart workers, are exposed to
tons of people in a day for a "recreational" not "essential
service." There is a clear line between essential
recreational activities and essential services in the
governor's order. Just because someone can partake in an
activity a business offers does not make the service of
operating that business essential. For example, people
can boat, but they can't compromise the health of marina
workers to do it. People who have a boat in their
backyard and don't have to contact anyone to get on their
boat are in a very different circumstance than those who
use a marina.

Citizen Name
Address United States
Phone
Email chesmi90@gmail.com


